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I. INTRODUCTION

In 2013 North Dakota enacted House Bill 1305, which purports to prohibit doctors from performing abortions when they are aware that the abortion is sought solely for purposes of sex selection or because the fetus has been diagnosed with a “genetic abnormality or a potential for a genetic abnormality.”1 At the time that H.B. 1305 was enacted, several other states had already enacted laws banning sex-selective abortions as part of a larger trend of legislation banning abortion based on the motive of the pregnant woman.2 North Dakota, however, is the first state to single out women who seek to terminate a pregnancy because of a genetic anomaly,3 which has sparked a debate within the disability rights movement.4

This provision in North Dakota’s statute deserves special attention and analysis, partly because it may become a model for other states, but also because it departs from the traditional legislative approach to abortion. In the past, if the law has made any distinction on the basis of fetal health it has made it easier, not harder, for a woman to obtain an abortion in situations where there is evidence of fetal impairment.5 This was true in the United States before Roe v. Wade was decided.6

---


2 See BRIAN CITRO ET AL., REPLACING MYTHS WITH FACTS: SEX-SELECTIVE ABORTION LAWS IN THE UNITED STATES 1 (Sujatha Jesudason et al. eds., 2014) (noting that eight states have enacted laws prohibiting sex-selective abortion and that 21 states and the federal government have considered such legislation since 2009); see also Justin Gillette, Pregnant and Prejudiced: the Constitutionality of Sex- and Race-Selective Abortion Restrictions, 88 Wash. L. Rev. 645, 646 (2013).


6 See LINDA GREENHOUSE & REVA B. SIEGEL, BEFORE ROE V. WADE: VOICES THAT SHAPED THE ABORTION DEBATE BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT’S RULING 272 (2012) (noting that before Roe v. Wade was decided, the American Law Institute adopted a model statute that would allow abortion in certain circumstances, including “grave physical or mental defect” of
and it continues to be true in certain countries around the world that do not recognize a general right to abortion but allow it in certain circumstances.\(^7\) Health professionals also routinely counsel pregnant women to undergo prenatal diagnostic testing, with the tacit understanding that she will likely elect to terminate the pregnancy if testing reveals a fetal impairment.\(^8\) The underlying assumption – that it is good public policy to permit, and perhaps even encourage, prospective parents to prevent the birth of babies with disabilities – may seem self-evident to many people. Yet it is a deeply painful subject within the disability rights movement.\(^9\) Thus, it is not surprising that disability rights discourse is increasingly relied upon in campaigns to restrict access to abortion in the United States, both in state legislative debates\(^10\) and constitutional litigation.\(^11\)

the fetus and that the majority of Americans supported allowing abortion in these circumstances).

\(^7\) Ctr. for Reprod. Rights, Fact Sheet: The World’s Abortion Laws Map 2013 Update, http://reproductiverights.org/sites/crr.civicactions.net/files/documents/AbortionMap_Factsheet_2013.pdf (last visited Oct. 11, 2014) (especially columns I and II, which indicate, with the letter “F,” those countries that are considered to have restrictive abortion laws but do permit abortion on the ground of fetal impairment) [hereinafter Ctr. for Reprod. Rights, Fact Sheet]; see also Reed Boland, Second Trimester Abortion Laws Globally: Actuality, Trends and Recommendations, 2010 REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH MATTERS, NOV. 2010, at 67, 68 (reporting that approximately sixty-nine countries specifically authorize abortions in the second trimester on the ground of fetal impairment).

\(^8\) See generally Dov Fox & Christopher L. Griffin, Jr., Disability-Selective Abortion and the Americans with Disabilities Act, 1009 UTAH L. REV. 845, 866 (2009).


\(^11\) See Brief of Amici Curiae Jerome Lejuene Foundation, USA, et al. in Support of Petitioners, Isaacson v. Horne, 716 F.3d 1213 (2013), available at http://bdfund.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/FILED-AmicusLeJeuneSDiDSC-BDF.pdf. The brief notes that most abortions conducted after 20 weeks are conducted because prenatal testing revealed a fetal impairment and it argues that Arizona H.B. 2036 (2012) therefore advanced a legitimate state interest of disfavoring disability-selective abortion by prohibiting abortions after 20 weeks except in cases of medical emergency. Arizona’s law was invalidated by the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit because a state cannot, under controlling precedent from the U.S. Supreme Court, prohibit a woman from terminating her pregnancy prior to viability. Isaacson v. Horne, 716 F.3d 1213 (9th Cir. 2013, 1231), cert. denied 134 S. Ct. 905 (2014); see also Adam Liptak & Fernanda Santos, Supreme Court Won’t Hear Arizona Appeal on Abortion Ban, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 13, 2014, available at
This article argues that we should consider not only American constitutional law but also comparative law and emerging international human rights norms, in order to navigate the difficult issue of abortion on the basis of fetal impairment. The United States is a State Party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT). It is also a signatory (but not a full State Party) to several other relevant treaties, including the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). The CRPD is particularly relevant because it rejects the medical model of disability and embraces the social model, defining disability as a form of social oppression. The CRPD also has numerous provisions that are relevant to reproductive justice and the right to life. The U.S. Senate came close to ratifying the CRPD in December 2012, falling just a few votes short of the

See generally Greer Donley, Does the Constitution Protect Abortions Based on Fetal Anomaly?: Examining the Potential for Disability-Selective Abortion Bans in the Age of Prenatal Whole Genome Sequencing, 20 Mich. J. Gender & L. 291 (2013) (analyzing why a proposed federal law prohibiting disability-selective abortion would be unconstitutional).


two-thirds majority that is required to ratify a treaty under the U.S. Constitution. In August 2014, the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee approved the CRPD again, and the disability rights movement is hopeful that the full Senate will eventually ratify the treaty. In any event, as a signatory to the treaty, the United States is already obligated to “refrain from acts that would defeat the object and purpose” of the treaty while preparing for ratification. This is a principle of customary international law, codified in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.

Part II of the article introduces North Dakota’s H.B. 1305 and explains why its prohibition of abortion based upon a “genetic abnormality” is potentially more significant than previous legislation purporting to prohibit only sex-selective abortions. Part III considers the relationship between the history of eugenics and the modern law of abortion, demonstrating why this is such a sensitive issue for people who either live with disabilities themselves or have reared children with disabilities.

Part IV of the article analyzes the relationship between abortion and international human rights law. This section begins by briefly summarizing the emerging jurisprudence on access to abortion under human rights treaties other than the CRPD. It then introduces the CRPD and its relevant provisions, summarizing the drafting history of the articles that are particularly relevant to the rights to life, to create a family, and to reproductive health services. This section then uses Spain and Hungary as case studies to investigate the approach that the United Nations Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (the treaty-monitoring body for the CRPD) has taken to the issue of abortion on the basis of fetal impairment, an approach that has alarmed some advocates for women’s reproductive rights. Part V concludes the article by suggesting public policy responses that would continue to respect reproductive freedom while also addressing the history of eugenics and discrimination against persons with disabilities.

---

20 Ironically, the small group of Senators who blocked U.S. ratification of the CRPD in 2012 often claim that the treaty is “pro-abortion,” although this is not the case. For discussion of the failure of the United States to ratify the treaty in 2012, see Carole J. Petersen, The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities: Using International Law to Promote Social and Economic Development in the Asia Pacific, 35 U. HAW. L. REV. 821 (2013).


23 RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW § 312(3) (1987).

24 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties art. 18, May 23, 1969, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331. The Vienna Convention was adopted and opened for signature in 1969 and entered into force Jan. 27, 1980. Although the United States has not ratified the Vienna Convention, it does not dispute that Article 18 reflects customary international law and therefore binds all nations.
II. INTRODUCING NORTH DAKOTA’S H.B. 1305: WHY THE BAN ON DISABILITY-SELECTIVE ABORTION IS MORE SIGNIFICANT THAN PREVIOUS BANS ON SEX-SELECTIVE ABORTION

H.B. 1305 is part of a package of legislation enacted in 2013 that made North Dakota’s Abortion Control Act one of the most restrictive state laws in the United States, and also set up a major challenge to Roe v. Wade. The North Dakota bill that attracted the most public attention in 2013 was H.B. 1456, widely known as the “heartbeat bill” because it purports to prohibit abortion as soon as a heartbeat is detectable, which can be as early as six weeks. However, in the same year, the North Dakota legislature also enacted S.B. 2305, which required physicians performing abortions in the state to have admitting privileges at a hospital within 30 miles, and H.B. 1297, which prohibited doctors from administering certain drugs in a protocol that many consider to be the standard of care for non-surgical abortions.

---


26 See Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973). Since Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court case law concerning the right to an abortion has consistently held that a woman has a constitutional right to choose to terminate her pregnancy before the fetus is viable. While a state may regulate the mode and manner of abortion prior to fetal viability, it may not proscribe a woman from electing abortion or impose an undue burden on her choice.


While supporters characterized these two bills as protecting women’s health, the underlying goal was not to make abortion safer, but rather to make it more difficult to obtain.31 Like the heartbeat bill, these two bills were drafted with the intention of reducing the incidence of abortion generally in North Dakota, regardless of the pregnant woman’s motivations for seeking to terminate the pregnancy.

All three of the bills mentioned above – H.B. 1297, S.B. 2305, and H.B. 1456 – have been successfully challenged in the U.S. District Court for the District of North Dakota.32 North Dakota appealed a permanent injunction of H.B. 1297 and a temporary injunction of S.B. 2305.33 The state also appealed a judgment that H.B. 1456 (the heartbeat bill) is unconstitutional because it imposes an undue burden on a woman seeking an abortion.34 As of July 2014, the state’s appeals were pending in the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals. The Governor of North Dakota has made it clear that he is prepared to allocate a significant amount of public money to defend these three laws in court.35

Interestingly, although it was initially named in a test case, H.B. 1305 has not yet been the subject of substantive judicial scrutiny.36 H.B. 1305 is different from the other three bills that North Dakota enacted in 2013 because it does not seek to restrict abortion generally. Rather, H.B. 1305 targets abortions requested for what

31 See, e.g., Ctr. for Reprod. Rights, Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers (Mar. 5, 2009), http://reproductiverights.org/en/project/targeted-regulation-of-abortion-providers-trap (critiquing abortion legislation that has the effect of making abortions more difficult to obtain and more risky for women).


33 Id. The state agreed (in a negotiated settlement) that the clinic’s doctors can maintain admitting privileges as long as the law requires them to do so; however, if the clinic’s admitting privileges are ever revoked or not renewed, the clinic may file a new lawsuit challenging S.B. 2305. Id.


36 As explained below, H.B. 1305 was initially challenged in the same lawsuit that challenged the heartbeat bill but the plaintiffs apparently reconsidered as they asked the court to dismiss the claims regarding H.B. 1305 early in the litigation. Jessica Mason Pieklo, Red River Clinic Asks Court to Dismiss Its Legal Challenge to Sex-Selection and Fetal Anomaly Bans, RH REALITY CHECK (Sept. 12, 2013, 1:04 PM), http://rhrealitycheck.org/article/2013/09/12/red-river-clinic-asks-court-to-dismiss-its-legal-challenge-to-sex-and-fetal-anomaly-bans/.
the legislature deemed to be particularly bad motivations – the desire to practice sex selection or to prevent the birth of a child with a genetic disorder.37 H.B. 1305 made amendments to the definitions in North Dakota’s Abortion Control Act38 and added a new section prohibiting abortion – at any time during the pregnancy – if the doctor knows that the pregnant woman is terminating the pregnancy solely because of the sex of the fetus or because the fetus “has been diagnosed with either a genetic abnormality, or a potential for a genetic abnormality.”39 Supporters of H.B. 1305 argued that this provision serves an essential public interest by affirming North Dakota’s policy of prohibiting gender and disability discrimination.40 Although grouped together in the same section of H.B. 1305, the two prohibitions must be analyzed separately in order to understand their potential impact on pregnant women and the doctors who serve them.

H.B. 1305’s prohibition on abortion for the purpose of sex selection is not ground-breaking, but rather is similar to laws that have been adopted in seven other states: Illinois, Pennsylvania, Arizona, Kansas, North Carolina, South Dakota, and Oklahoma.41 Arizona further prohibits abortion on the ground of the race of the fetus,42 something that has also been attempted at the federal level by members of the U.S. Congress.43 Supporters of this type of legislation have invariably invoked the discourse of equality and nondiscrimination, portraying the legislation as protecting the civil rights of vulnerable groups.44 While there is no doubt that the anti-abortion movement genuinely deplores the practice of sex-selective abortion, it appears that the movement also views the phenomena of sex selection as something that can be exploited, part of a broader strategy to dampen women’s support for Roe v Wade.45 To quote Steven Mosher, who was at that time the President of the Population Research Institute, an American anti-abortion organization:

Banning sex-selective abortion will force supporters of abortion to publicly address a question that they will find profoundly disturbing: Is the right to abortion a license to destroy children for any and all reasons, including that of their sex? Most people of moderate persuasion, even

41 See CITRO ET AL., supra note 2, at 29–30.
45 See Steven W. Mosher, President’s Page: Let’s Ban Sex Selective Abortions, 7 PRI REVIEW (Mar./Apr. 2007), http://pop.org/content/presidents-page-let-us-ban-sex-selective-1340.
those inclined to be “pro-choice,” will agree that the right of the unborn child to life should not depend on whether she (or he) possesses the requisite genitalia. Even those who believe in the absolute right to destroy the child under any and all circumstances, it is safe to predict, will be uncomfortable defending such an extreme position. This sense of contradiction will be further heightened among radical feminists, the shock troops of the abortion movement. They may believe that the right to abortion is fundamental to women’s emancipation, but many will recoil at the thought of aborting their unborn sisters in disproportionate numbers. How can they, who so oppose patriarchy and discrimination on the basis of sex, consent to the ultimate form of patriarchy and discrimination, namely, the elimination of baby girls solely on account of their sex? Many will be silent, while others will defend abortion with less conviction.46

Mosher also predicted that pro-choice advocates would be left “stammering and stuttering” because they would unable to respond to the moral and public policy arguments against permitting sex-selective abortions.47

Mosher’s predictions proved to be somewhat exaggerated. It is, of course, deeply disturbing for feminists to consider that reproductive freedom will be used, at certain times and in certain places, to prevent female births.48 Public opinion polls also indicate that a majority of the American public disapproves of abortion when sought for this purpose.49 However, it does not appear that Mosher’s strategy of proposing state legislation to prohibit sex-selective abortion has made large numbers of feminists less willing to defend the right to abortion under American constitutional law.50 Nor has the issue divided the American feminist movement in the way that some other contentious issues (such as laws prohibiting commercial sex or pornography) have divided the movement. Many of the organizations fighting for reproductive rights have gradually broadened their focus to include issues of reproductive justice, rather than focusing only on abortion.51 Nonetheless, in general,
American feminist organizations continue to defend Roe v. Wade, and feminists believe that access to abortion is an essential component of women’s right to equality and bodily integrity.

Pro-choice organizations also argue that instead of prohibiting abortion, the most effective way to discourage sex selection is to adopt laws and policies that improve the status of women in society, so that prospective parents will value male and female babies equally. The World Health Organization and other international agencies that have studied the problems of son preference and sex selection share this view. Additionally, recent research confirms that sex-selective abortion is far less common in the United States than has been portrayed by the anti-abortion movement. This makes it easier for pro-choice feminists to dismiss the campaign to prohibit sex-selective abortion in the United States as the classic “red herring,” a


52 See, e.g., Nat’l Women’s LawCtr., supra note 50.


55 WORLD HEALTH ORG. ET AL., PREVENTING GENDER-BIASED SEX SELECTION: AN INTERAGENCY STATEMENT, WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 10 (2011), available at http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Women/WRGS/PreventingGenderBiasedSexSelection.pdf (recommending systemic changes to reduce son preference but also cautioning that efforts to manage or limit sex selection should also not hamper or limit access to safe abortion services).

56 Anti-abortion legislators tend to rely upon reports that more male than female babies are born in certain communities; however these statistics do not necessarily document sex-selective abortion because prospective parents can influence the sex of their future child through other prenatal methods. For example, they can use artificial insemination and “sperm sorting,” whereby only sperm that will produce the desired sex are allowed to fertilize the egg. Sex selection can also be achieved through pre-implantation genetic diagnosis: eggs are removed from a woman, fertilized outside of her body, and only the embryos of the desired sex are implanted in the uterus. These sex selection procedures are legal and provided by fertility clinics in the United States. See CITRO ET AL., supra note 2, at 7.
On the other hand, pro-choice organizations do not appear particularly eager to challenge the state laws that prohibit sex-selective abortion. While this decision may arise from a need to conserve limited litigation funds, it may also reflect a desire to avoid being seen as publicly defending a right to practice sex selection in a country that clearly disapproves of it. As of this writing, constitutional challenges were being mounted against only two of the eight states with laws banning sex-selective abortions—Illinois and Arizona. In North Dakota, the lawsuit that successfully challenged the “heartbeat bill” originally included a challenge to H.B. 1305. However, the plaintiffs subsequently requested a motion for dismissal of the claims regarding H.B. 1305, which was granted. As an explanation for its decision, an attorney for the Center for Reproductive Rights stated that it was unclear whether H.B. 1305 would have a “direct impact on women seeking abortion services at the Red River Women’s Clinic at this time.”


60 On May 2013, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), on behalf of NAPA WF and the National Association for the advancement of Colored People (NAACP) for Maricopa County, brought a lawsuit against the Arizona Attorney General, the Arizona Medical Board, and the Executive Director of the Arizona Medical Board. The plaintiffs alleged that the Act violates the 14th Amendment because it denies equal protection by perpetuating racially discriminatory stereotypes of Black and Asian-Pacific women, as well as the Asian culture. The U.S. District Court held that the plaintiffs failed to identify any personal injury suffered by them as a consequence of the alleged constitutional error and the defendant’s motion to dismiss [12(b)(1)] was granted on Oct. 3, 2013. The plaintiffs appealed the decision and it is currently pending in the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. See NAACP v. Horne, No. CV13-01079-PHX-DGC, 2013 WL 5519514, at *1 (D. Ariz. Oct. 2, 2013).


maintained that H.B. 1305 would not affect it because it does not conduct abortions based on genetic abnormalities or the sex of the fetus.\textsuperscript{64}

These statements made on behalf of the Red River Women’s Clinic are probably accurate with respect to the clause in H.B. 1305 prohibiting sex-selective abortions.\textsuperscript{65}

In fact, as opponents of North Dakota’s H.B. 1305 pointed out during the legislative debates, there is no record of any abortions in North Dakota being conducted solely for the purpose of sex selection.\textsuperscript{66} Moreover, even if an abortion was sought for the purposes of sex selection, a woman living in North Dakota would probably keep silent about her motive, partly out of embarrassment, but also because she might anticipate that the doctor would have ethical problems with a sex-selective abortion.\textsuperscript{67} Of course, H.B. 1305 does not require the doctor to ask about a woman’s motivations for requesting an abortion.\textsuperscript{68} Thus, even if it could be enforced, it is unlikely that North Dakota’s ban on sex-selective abortion would have any significant impact on abortion providers or on women seeking abortions in the state.

However, the same cannot be said of the other main provision in H.B. 1305, which prohibits doctors from performing abortions when they are aware that the abortion has been requested because of a “genetic abnormality or a potential for a genetic abnormality.”\textsuperscript{69} Unlike sex-selective abortion, a decision to terminate a pregnancy on the basis of fetal disability is widely viewed as an acceptable choice in the United States.\textsuperscript{70} For example, one survey of 1,082 pregnant women found that three-quarters would consider having an abortion if they knew that their infant would be affected by a chromosomal abnormality,\textsuperscript{71} while only one-quarter would do so.


\textsuperscript{65} See CITRO ET AL., supra note 2, at 6 (showing examples of how anti-choice legislators have exaggerated the incidence of sex-selective abortion in the United States).


\textsuperscript{67} See, e.g., ACOG Committee Opinion No. 360, Sex Selection, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS (2007), available at http://www.acog.org/Resources-And-Publications/Committee-Opinions/Committee-on-Ethics/Sex-Selection. Interestingly, the Opinion makes an explicit exception for sex selection when it is pursued to prevent the birth of a child with a hereditary disease.


\textsuperscript{69} Id.

\textsuperscript{70} See, e.g., Amy Harmon, Genetic Testing + Abortion = ???, N.Y. TIMES, May 13, 2007, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/13/weekinreview/13harm.html?_r=0 (reporting that public opinion polls indicate that 70% of Americans believe that abortion should be legal in situations of fetal impairment).

\textsuperscript{71} See D. Hollander, In Certain Circumstances, Women in Prenatal Care Would Not Rule Out Having an Abortion in the Future, 37 PERSPECTIVES ON SEXUAL & REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH 4, GUTTMACHER INST. (Dec. 2005), available at
because of financial hardship.\textsuperscript{72} It is very common for pregnant women receiving a
diagnosis of fetal impairment to elect to terminate the pregnancy.\textsuperscript{73} For example,
recent studies of Down’s syndrome, which is one of the most frequently occurring
genetic anomalies,\textsuperscript{74} have reported a pregnancy termination rate between 67% and
85% in the United States.\textsuperscript{75} An international review published in 1999 reported an
even higher rate of termination (92%) following prenatal diagnosis of Down’s
syndrome.\textsuperscript{76} Supporters of North Dakota’s H.B. 1305 emphasized these statistics
during the legislative debate on the bill, arguing that fetuses with genetic anomalies
are being “disproportionately targeted in the womb.”\textsuperscript{77}

Of course, abortions sought after women receive a diagnosis of genetic disorder
still represent a minority of all abortions in the United States (because most
abortions are sought by women who do not want to be pregnant).\textsuperscript{78} But, there is no
denying that disability-selective abortion is much more common than sex-selective
abortion in the United States.\textsuperscript{79} Moreover, a woman who terminates a pregnancy due
to a genetic anomaly generally makes that decision after discussing the prenatal test
results with one or more doctors.\textsuperscript{80} Thus, her medical records may contain records of
the prenatal tests and any counseling she received, making it easier for a doctor to
certify her motive for seeking an abortion. Indeed, it would not be unusual for a
pregnant woman in this situation to express deep sadness regarding the prenatal test

\textsuperscript{72} Id.

\textsuperscript{73} See, e.g., Kenneth B. Schechtman et al., Decision-Making for Termination of
Pregnancies with Fetal Anomalies: Analysis of 53,000 Pregnancies, 99 OBSTETRICS &
GYNECOLOGY 216, 216 (Feb. 2002).

\textsuperscript{74} See Jaime L. Natoli et al., Prenatal Diagnosis of Down Syndrome: a Systematic Review

\textsuperscript{75} Id. at 144.

\textsuperscript{76} See Caroline Mansfield et al., Termination Rates After Prenatal Diagnosis of Down
Syndrome, Spina Bifida, Anencephaly, and Turner and Klinefelter Syndromes: A Systematic
Literature Review, 19 PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS 9, 808–12 (1999) available at
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/enhanced/doi/10.1002%28SICI%291097-
0223%28199909%2919:9%3C808::AID-PD637%3E3.0.CO;2-B/ (reporting a termination rate
of 92%).

\textsuperscript{77} Hearing on H.B. 1305 Before the Hon. Comm. on Human Services, 63d Legis.

\textsuperscript{78} See, e.g., Gudrun Schultz, The Real Reason Women Choose Abortion,

\textsuperscript{79} Schechtman et al., supra note 73, at 216; Cherry, supra note 48, at 161.

\textsuperscript{80} See generally Genetics Home Reference, Genetics Consultation, GHR.NLM.NIH.GOV,
prenatal genetic testing).
results at the very time that she requests the abortion. Thus, the doctor who ultimately performs the abortion could easily become aware (either directly from something that the woman says or indirectly from her medical records) that a diagnosed genetic anomaly was the motivation for seeking an abortion. According to the terms of North Dakota’s H.B. 1305, the doctor would then have a legal obligation to refuse to perform the abortion.

It should be noted that H.B. 1305 makes no exceptions, not even for fetal impairments that will certainly result in death, either late in pregnancy or shortly after birth. Legislators who opposed H.B. 1305 pointed this out and objected strongly to the concept that a woman should be obligated to undergo a full-term pregnancy and childbirth after her doctor has medically determined that the fetus is likely to die within days of birth. Nonetheless, no exceptions were written into the statute.

While North Dakota was the first state to ban disability-selective abortions, it may not be the last. Prenatal testing is rapidly becoming more sophisticated, allowing pregnant women to obtain genetic information earlier in pregnancy through non-invasive blood tests. This may increase the incidence of prenatal genetic testing and, as a result, disability-selective abortion. It may also create an incentive for state legislators who oppose abortion to enact laws in other states, patterned after H.B. 1305. This kind of legislation could have serious implications for women and their families, as well as those who provide abortion services.

Given the potential impact, pro-choice organizations may feel compelled to challenge state laws that prohibit disability-selective abortion. The next section explains why a challenge to North Dakota’s H.B. 1305 would likely generate strong feelings within the disability rights movement.

---
83 Id.
86 See Rachel Rebouche & Karen Rothenberg, Mixed Messages: The Intersection of Prenatal Genetic Testing and Abortion, 55 HOW. L.J. 983, 987 (2012) (suggesting that termination of pregnancy due to fetal impairment will become a focal point of public policy debates on abortion as prenatal testing becomes more cost-effective and routine).
87 See, e.g., Americans United for Life, Order Model Legislation, available at http://www.aul.org/legislative-resources/order-model-legislation/ (last visited July 10, 2014) (demonstrating how it is relatively easy for legislators to obtain a template for a variety of bills restricting access to abortion).
III. THE HISTORY OF EUGENICS AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE MODERN LAW AND PRACTICE OF ABORTION

Eugenics represents a particularly tragic chapter in the history of discrimination against persons with disabilities. The term “eugenic” (derived from the Greek word for “well born”) was originally coined by Francis Galton, who was a cousin of Charles Darwin and one of the founders of the English Eugenics Education Society. While commonly associated with the extreme racist ideology of Nazi Germany, eugenic theories were actually embraced before and after World War II, and were endorsed by people from a variety of different social backgrounds, political convictions, and national affiliations. Indeed, eugenic theories were openly promoted in the United States during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and inspired a number of states to enact laws preventing persons with disabilities from marrying and reproducing. The language used in one Connecticut state statute was typical; it prohibited “epileptics, imbeciles, and feebleminded persons” from marrying or having extramarital sexual relations before the age of forty-five. Many state legislatures also enacted laws allowing for “eugenic sterilization,” which eventually led to the sterilization of approximately 60,000 Americans.

When Virginia’s sterilization law was challenged in court, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld it in 1927 in the famous case of Buck v. Bell, in which Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes proclaimed, “[t]hree generations of imbeciles are enough.” It was not until 1942 that the Supreme Court declared, in Skinner v. Oklahoma, that procreation is a fundamental right and thus a statute restricting it must be subjected to the “strict scrutiny” standard of constitutional review.

Eugenic theories were also influential in Canada. For example, the provinces of Alberta and British Columbia imposed sterilization as a condition for discharging inmates from psychiatric institutions based on the assumption that it would not be

---
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safe to discharge a patient unless the “danger of procreation” could be eliminated.95 Compulsory sterilization was also practiced in a range of countries across Europe, Scandinavia, and South America.96 In China, eugenic theories were embraced during the Republican period and also under the Communist Party.97

Many people assume that compulsory sterilization has now been eradicated, at least in civilized nations that purport to comply with international human rights norms.98 In reality, persons with disabilities (particularly women and girls) continue to be sterilized in many parts of the world.99 Moreover, the question of whether sterilization is ethical continues to be debated by governments, lawyers, doctors, and family members, who often argue that sterilization is in the “best interests” of an individual living with a disability.100 Interestingly, in Australia, a recent parliamentary inquiry documented many abuses associated with the practice but nonetheless stopped short of recommending a complete ban on the practice of sterilizing a person because of a disability.101

In light of this history, it is important for society to consider whether, and under what circumstances, the modern law of abortion may represent a form of eugenics. It would be uncontroversial to categorize a law as “eugenic” if it required pregnant women to undergo prenatal testing and to terminate a pregnancy where there is evidence of a fetal impairment.102 However, no state in the United States would enact such a law today; moreover, if any state did so, the law would certainly be found unconstitutional.103 The more relevant and complex question is whether society
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103 See Against Her Will: Forced and Coerced Sterilization of Women Worldwide, supra note 98.
pursues eugenics when it makes prenatal testing readily available and then allows each woman to decide whether to terminate her pregnancy if she receives a diagnosis of fetal impairment. In that case, the decision to abort does not necessarily reflect a societal policy of trying to prevent the birth of persons with disabilities. Rather, it might reflect compassion for the pregnant woman, respect for her right to physical autonomy, or recognition that she is in the best position to determine whether she should continue the pregnancy.

However, many disability rights scholars and activists would argue that society does not simply allow pregnant women to make their own decisions. Instead, the medical profession and other powerful institutions actively encourage disability-selective abortion by recommending genetic screening and prenatal testing and then counseling prospective parents in a manner that discourages them from continuing a pregnancy if the tests reveal fetal impairment. In 2007, the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology amended its guidelines to recommend that all pregnant women (rather than just women over the age of 35) should be offered prenatal chromosomal screening and, if warranted by the screening, prenatal diagnostic testing. In doing so, this professional body has arguably helped to expand and “normalize” the termination of pregnancies with genetic anomalies. Officially, the purpose of expanding genetic screening and prenatal testing is not to pressure pregnant women or even to suggest that they should have an abortion after receiving a diagnosis of fetal impairment. Rather, the stated purpose is simply to “prepare” prospective parents for the possibility that the child will have a disability and allow women to make informed choices. But as there is no “cure” for chromosomal disorders, the unspoken message is always there: by recommending screening and/or testing, the doctors are providing prospective parents an opportunity to abort a fetus deemed to be genetically imperfect. From the perspective of disability rights activists, the inevitable discursive effect of these targeted screening programs is to “convey the devaluation of the lives of persons with disabilities.”
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The medical profession’s tacit support of disability-selective abortion is also evident in the Opinion of the Ethics Committee of the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology, which provides that it is generally unethical for a doctor to facilitate sex selection except where the purpose is to prevent the birth of a child with a sex-linked hereditary disease. In other words, helping prospective parents to prevent the birth of a girl is inherently unethical, while helping parents to prevent the birth of child with a disability is perfectly ethical. Many doctors would not see the potential for discrimination in this position because they have traditionally adopted a medical view of disability and impairment. As one commentator stated in 1999:

When physicians, public health experts, and bioethicists promote prenatal diagnosis to prevent future disability, they let disability become the only relevant characteristic and suggest that it is such a problematic characteristic that people eagerly awaiting a new baby should terminate the pregnancy and “try again” for a healthy child. Professionals fail to recognize that along with whatever impairment may be diagnosed come all the characteristics of any other future child. The health professions suggest that once a prospective parent knows of the likely disability of a future child, there is nothing else to know or imagine about who the child might become: disability subverts parental dreams.

This purely medical approach to disability is evident in the “quality of life” assessments given to pregnant women when they receive a diagnosis of fetal impairment. Traditionally, these assessments are provided by doctors, who may pass on harmful stereotypes to prospective parents regarding the expected quality of life of a child with a disability. This is not to suggest that parents should not have access to medical information. Certain impairments cause significant physical pain and suffering, and prospective parents have a right to know this. However, doctors are not experts on the overall quality of life of persons living with disabilities. Rather, individuals living with the impairment, or their families, are better qualified to offer an opinion on the expected quality of life of a future child.
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In recent decades, the United States has enacted extensive legislation to promote the rights of persons with disabilities, including the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)\textsuperscript{119} and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).\textsuperscript{120} One might hope that these laws (and the disability rights movement generally) would help to counter the purely medical view of disability, giving doctors and prospective parents a less negative view of the prospect of raising a child with an impairment. In theory, laws that prohibit disability discrimination and require inclusive education should enhance the expected quality of life of children with disabilities and, thus, increase the likelihood that a woman would decide to continue her pregnancy after receiving a diagnosis of fetal impairment.\textsuperscript{121} However, a 2012 study of the portrayal of prenatal testing in American newspapers concluded that disability is still portrayed primarily as a negative quality and that termination of a fetus with an impairment is often presented as “a matter of fact issue, with little regard to the controversy that might be embedded in such a position.”\textsuperscript{122}

This may indicate that laws prohibiting disability discrimination have failed to fundamentally change society’s view of disability or to reassure prospective parents that a child born with an impairment can have a high quality of life. Indeed, one theory is that laws prohibiting disability discrimination may have done the opposite by bringing more public attention to the discrimination that is still prevalent in society and the challenges that parents will face when rearing children with disabilities.\textsuperscript{123} For example, it is well known that many parents are dissatisfied with public schools’ compliance with the IDEA legislation and have felt compelled to file complaints, spawning a good deal of litigation and an entire specialty within the field of alternative dispute resolution.\textsuperscript{124}


\textsuperscript{121} \textit{See} Mills, supra note 107.

\textsuperscript{122} \textit{See} id.

\textsuperscript{123} \textit{See} Dov Fox and Christopher L. Griffin, Jr., \textit{Disability-Selective Abortion and the Americans with Disabilities Act}, 2009 UTAH L. REV. 846, 863 (2009).

Public awareness of these disputes regarding inclusive education may make prospective parents wonder whether they can effectively advocate for a child with a disability, increasing the pressure that a pregnant woman feels when she receives a diagnosis of fetal impairment. She may even feel a duty to terminate her pregnancy, so as not to bring a child into the world who may require a larger share of resources from society than a “normal” child would require. In this manner, eugenic perspectives can be conveyed to prospective parents without overt coercion, or even an official policy of encouraging disability-selective abortions.

Moreover, in many jurisdictions, encouraging “eugenic abortions” is more than just an implied message. Rather, it is arguably an official policy – because the law makes it easier to legally terminate a pregnancy where there is evidence of fetal impairment. For example, the state of Utah enacted a ban on post-viability abortions but made an exception for cases of “fetal abnormality.” Apparently, the legislators who approved that exception decided that the state has less of an interest in protecting fetal life when the future child is likely to be born with a disability. The influence of eugenic thinking can also be inferred from state laws that prohibit public funding for abortion but, once again, make an exception where prenatal testing has revealed a fetal impairment.

An official policy of encouraging disability-selective abortions is particularly evident in jurisdictions that do not recognize a woman’s “right” to an abortion at any stage of pregnancy but, instead, approach abortion from a public policy perspective and permit the termination of pregnancies based on evidence of fetal impairment. A leading example of this approach is the United Kingdom, which has in turn influenced the laws of former British colonies. When the United Kingdom’s law prohibiting abortion was first liberalized in 1967, Parliament chose not to recognize a “right” to access abortion; rather, it created certain exceptions to the criminal
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prohibitions on abortion. As enacted, the 1967 Act provided that a person would not be guilty of an offense if two registered medical practitioners were of the opinion, formed in good faith:

(a) that the continuance of the pregnancy would involve risk to the life of the pregnant woman, or of injury to the physical or mental health of the pregnant woman or any existing children of her family, greater than if the pregnancy were terminated; or

(b) that there is a substantial risk that if the child were born it would suffer from such physical or mental abnormalities as to be seriously handicapped.

Thus, a woman carrying a “normal” fetus would be required to demonstrate that the pregnancy presented some sort of danger to her physical or mental health or to that of her family. In contrast, Parliament assumed that a substantial risk that the future child would be “seriously handicapped” would justify terminating a pregnancy, without any need to demonstrate a negative impact on the pregnant woman or her family. It has been suggested that Parliament enacted this clause in response to the disabilities caused by thalidomide, a medication once prescribed for pregnant women in the United Kingdom which was later discovered to cause severe impairments in their unborn children. Interestingly, however, Parliament did not limit the exemption to particular impairments or make any effort to define, in the statute, what impairments would be considered sufficiently serious to justify an abortion. That decision was left to the discretion of the woman requesting the abortion and the two certifying doctors. This means that the statute can be relied upon to terminate a pregnancy even when the impairment is not considered incompatible with a full life.

The time limits for abortion under British law are also revealing. Although the 1967 Act set the legal limit for most abortions at 28 weeks, this was reduced to 24 weeks in 1990 because it was recognized that premature babies can survive if born at 24 weeks. But the 24-week time limit was only applied to abortions sought on the broad ground that the pregnancy endangers the physical or mental health of a
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pregnant woman or her family. The law permits an abortion much later in pregnancy if it threatens the woman’s life or is likely to cause “grave permanent injury” to her physical or mental health. Late-term abortions are also permitted where “there is a substantial risk that if the child were born it would suffer from such physical or mental abnormalities as to be seriously handicapped.” Indeed, assuming that the woman finds two doctors who are willing to approve it, an abortion could legally be performed on the basis of “abnormality” right up through the ninth month of pregnancy.

This aspect of British abortion law is controversial among certain members of Parliament and their constituents, generating a Parliamentary Inquiry to review the statutory provision that allows abortion on the basis of disability up until birth. The findings were published in 2013 and noted, in the summary, that the “majority of those in medical bodies and involved in fetal medicine strongly argued that the law is right for the small number of difficult cases where parents face a late discovery of the child’s disability” and that the law does not affect public attitudes towards persons with disabilities. However, a majority of those who made submissions felt otherwise and the report recommended that “[i]f the time limit for abortions on the grounds of disability remains to birth, there should be additional written justification for abortions on the grounds of disability after 24 weeks, which should be subject to audit.”

This report does not necessarily indicate the views of Parliament generally and it is presently unclear whether the law will be changed. Moreover, even if the recommended amendment is made, British law will still include “serious handicap” as an express and distinct ground for abortion, giving the law a decidedly eugenic tone. The public commentary on the Parliamentary Inquiry indicates that British pro-choice organizations were not moved by the testimony of those who feel that the current British abortion law discriminates based on disability. Similarly, Marsha
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Saxton of the World Institute on Disability (who has written extensively on the need for greater communication between feminists and disability rights activists) has observed that American pro-choice feminists (and American society generally) have traditionally been isolated from persons with disabilities, making it difficult to fully appreciate their perspectives on abortion. 149 The other challenge to communication is that pro-choice organizations genuinely feel that access to safe and legal abortion services is tenuous, particularly in countries like the United Kingdom, where access to abortion has not been established as a constitutional right and thus could be taken away through the ordinary legal process. 150 As a result, feminists may feel that it is simply too dangerous to support any new restrictions on the legal grounds for terminating a pregnancy. 151

Comparative research on access to abortion helps to illustrate this point. According to the Center for Reproductive Rights, approximately 60 countries now permit women to terminate a pregnancy, at least during early pregnancy, without regard to the reason for termination. 152 However, twice that number (approximately 125 countries) maintain very restrictive abortion laws. 153 Approximately 30 countries have liberalized their abortion laws in the past two decades. 154 But this does not necessarily mean that these 30 countries now recognize that a woman has a “right” to abortion. Rather, many countries have followed an approach that is conceptually similar to the British Parliament’s approach in 1967 – maintaining the general prohibition on abortion but permitting pregnancy termination in certain “exceptional” situations, including fetal impairment. 155 From the perspective of pro-choice feminists, this is not ideal because they would prefer that women have an unqualified right to choose whether to continue a pregnancy. 156 However, if a
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national legislature is not willing to recognize a “right” to abortion, then most pro-choice feminists will probably support exceptions to the laws that criminalize abortion, including exceptions based upon fetal impairment. From their perspective, even if these statutory exceptions reflect a eugenic tone, they are worth maintaining because they help a certain number of women to avoid illegal and unsafe abortions.

As demonstrated in the next section of the article, international human rights law and the bodies that monitor compliance with human rights treaties have largely taken a similarly pragmatic approach to abortion and law reform. However, the introduction of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities raises new issues and requires us to reconsider this approach to issues of reproductive justice.

IV. INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW AND ACCESS TO ABORTION: EMERGING NORMS AND THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

Women’s advocacy groups have long argued that access to reproductive health services (including contraception and safe legal abortion) are an integral component of women’s rights under international human rights law. However, the question of whether there is a right to abortion under international law continues to be contested. Subsection A briefly summarizes both sides of the debate and Subsection B analyzes, in greater detail, what the CRPD, which came into force in 2008, has added to the analysis. Subsection C then explores the approach that the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities has taken thus far, using its review of the Initial Reports of Spain and Hungary under the CRPD as examples.

A. The Emerging “Right” to Abortion in International Law

Those who argue that there is no right to abortion in international law principally rely on three general arguments: (1) the fetus has a right to life which should be protected; (2) none of the core UN human rights treaties expressly mention a right to terminate a pregnancy; and (3) international courts and treaty-monitoring bodies should not interpret other rights (such as women’s right to life, health, bodily integrity, or equality) as requiring states to legalize abortion or provide access to abortion services.

Opponents of abortion have, however, largely lost the first argument. The core UN human rights treaties simply do not recognize a fetus as a “human” or endow the fetus with rights under international law. This is a general principle, one that is
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consistent with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), which provides that “[a]ll human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.” During the drafting of the ICCPR (one of the two treaties that translated the UDHR into binding treaty form), proposals to protect the right to life from the moment of conception were considered but ultimately rejected. The question of fetal rights was raised again during the drafting of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). The preamble to the CRC states that “the child, by reason of his physical and mental immaturity, needs special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal protection, before as well as after birth,” and this language arguably implies that the term “child” includes an unborn fetus. However, Article 1 of the CRC provides the legal definition of “child” for purposes of the Convention, stating that “a child means every human being below the age of eighteen years unless, under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier.” Thus, it is generally agreed that the enforceable provisions of the CRC “retain the historical understanding that legally protected status as a human being begins at live birth.”

On the other hand, those who argue against a right to abortion under international law can easily win the second argument because the core UN human rights treaties also do not expressly recognize a “right” to abortion. Indeed, advocates for women’s reproductive autonomy have frequently conceded that point.

The CEDAW treaty comes the closest to providing an express right to control one’s fertility, stating in Article 16, that:

States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in all matters relating to marriage and family relations and in particular shall ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women, the same rights to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their children and to have access to the information, education and means to enable them to exercise these rights.

On its face, this article appears to primarily focus on a woman’s right to an equal decision-making role within her marriage and in the family. And while one can
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easily infer a right to control one’s fertility from this provision, it still does not expressly mention abortion. Thus, while the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women regularly recommends that governments relax restrictions on abortion, the Committee does not try to argue that governments are obligated to recognize a general “right” to abortion because of Article 16. Indeed, it probably would be counterproductive to do so because many countries have already filed reservations to Article 16, and the CEDAW Committee would like to see governments withdraw those reservations.

Thus, the debate regarding an emerging right to abortion in international human rights law essentially boils down to the third issue—whether such a right is implicit in other rights that are stated in the core UN human rights treaties. Here, the advocates for reproductive justice have made significant progress in recent years, relying upon a variety of provisions in the core UN human rights treaties, including those that protect women’s rights to life, health, freedom from discrimination, autonomy in reproductive decision-making, and freedom from cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment. In general, the UN agencies and human rights treaty-monitoring bodies have been receptive to this approach. As a result, there is now a body of international jurisprudence that recognizes certain reproductive rights, including the right to be free from unlawful state intrusion (e.g., forced abortions or sterilization) and the right to access certain reproductive health services, including contraception, maternal health services, and, where necessary, abortion.

For example, the UN Human Rights Committee (which monitors the ICCPR, a treaty that was ratified by the United States in 1992) recognizes that laws that block access to safe and legal abortions may violate women’s right to life. This is a credible argument, given that thousands of women die annually from unsafe abortions. The Human Rights Committee has thus requested that governments inform it of “any measures taken by the State to help women prevent unwanted
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pregnancies, and to ensure that they do not have to undergo life-threatening clandestine abortions.\footnote{179}{See, e.g., Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 28: Equality of Rights Between Men and Women (Art. 3), 68th Sess. Mar. 29, 2000, para. 10, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.10 (2000).} The Human Rights Committee has also criticized governments that maintain a general ban on abortion or that make accessing abortion so difficult that women feel compelled to seek an illegal and unsafe abortion.\footnote{180}{See, e.g., Concluding Observation of the Human Rights Comm.: Nicaragua, para. 13, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/NIC/CO/3 (2008).}

It has also been recognized that overly restrictive abortion laws can lead to violations of the right to be free from cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment,\footnote{181}{CAT, supra note 14, at art. 16. This treaty was ratified by the United States in 1994.} arising either from the need to resort to an unsafe abortion or from being forced to carry a pregnancy to term. For example, the Committee Against Torture, the treaty-monitoring body for the CAT, observed that a woman who is compelled to continue a pregnancy after rape experiences “constant exposure to the violation committed against her,” which can lead to traumatic stress and long-lasting psychological problems.\footnote{182}{Concluding Observations of the Comm. Against Torture: Nicaragua, para. 16, U.N. Doc. CAT/C/NIC/CO/1 (2009); see also Conclusions & Recommendations of the Comm. Against Torture: Peru, para. 23, U.N. Doc. CAT/C/PER/CO/4 (2006) (recognizing the physical and mental pain associated with being compelled by the law to seek an illegal and unsafe abortion as a form of cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment).} Similarly, the European Court of Human Rights held that a woman who could not obtain an abortion in a case of severe fetal impairment “suffered acute anguish through having to think about how she and her family would be able to ensure the child’s welfare, happiness and appropriate long-term medical care.”\footnote{183}{R. R. v. Poland, App. No. 27617/04, 53 E.H.R.R. 31, 159 (2011).}

Human rights treaty bodies have also analyzed abortion in the context of the right to non-discrimination. Both the ICCPR and the CEDAW obligate states to prohibit discrimination against women,\footnote{184}{ICCPR, supra note 13, at art. 3; see also CEDAW, supra note 15, at art. 1.} which is defined (in the CEDAW treaty) as including laws and policies that have the “purpose or effect” of preventing a woman from exercising any of her human rights or fundamental freedoms on a basis of equality with men.\footnote{185}{CEDAW, supra note 15, at art. 1.} The Human Rights Committee has recognized that an absolute prohibition on abortion, even in cases of rape, violates the state’s obligation to ensure that women enjoy equal civil and political rights.\footnote{186}{Ctr. For Reprod. Rights, Safe and Legal Abortion is a Woman’s Human Right, REPORTIVERIGHTS.ORG (Oct. 2011), http://reproductiverights.org/sites/crr.civicactions.net/files/documents/pub_fac_safeab_10.11.pdf (citing Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Comm.: Peru, para. 20, U.N. Doc. CCPR/CO/70/PE (2000)).} Criminalizing abortion constitutes discrimination in health care because it is a procedure that is needed only by women and because forced pregnancy and childbirth expose women to gender-
specific health risks. The potential impact of being legally compelled to continue a pregnancy was illustrated in L.C. v. Peru, a communication brought under the CEDAW Optional Protocol. A teenager became pregnant as a result of sexual abuse and attempted to commit suicide by jumping from a tall building. She required emergency surgery to address the injury to her spine and alleged that the public hospital declined to perform the surgery because it posed a risk to the pregnancy. The hospital also refused to perform an abortion, despite the fact that “therapeutic abortion” was supposed to be legal in Peru and the pregnancy posed a danger to L.C.’s physical and mental health. The surgery was not performed until three months later (after L.C. had spontaneously miscarried) and L.C. alleged that the delay caused her paralysis. The CEDAW Committee decided that the refusal to terminate the pregnancy and perform the necessary surgery in a timely manner constituted a violation of Articles 2(c) and (f), 3, 5, and 12, together with Article 1 of the CEDAW treaty.

More recently, the CEDAW Committee submitted a statement on sexual and reproductive rights to the International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) Beyond 2014 Review. Although the statement devotes only one full paragraph to abortion, it takes a clear position, noting that “unsafe abortion is a leading cause of maternal mortality and morbidity” and that states should therefore “legalize abortion at least in cases of rape, incest, threats to the life and/or health of
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the mother, or severe fetal impairment,” as well as removing punitive measures for women who undergo abortion.\footnote{\textit{Id.}}

The summary provided above is just a small sample of the many occasions in which the core UN human rights treaty-monitoring bodies have recognized that denying a woman access to an abortion when she requests one could constitute a violation of her rights under international law. These statements by the treaty bodies (generally given in the course of Concluding Observations on governments’ periodic reports or in decisions on individual communications) are not, strictly speaking, binding on all States Parties to the relevant treaties.\footnote{See Univ. Bristol & Arts & Humanities Research Council, \textit{Implementation of UN Treaty Body Concluding Observations: The Role of National and Regional Mechanisms in Europe}, UNHR.ORG (Sept. 20 2011), http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/HRTD/docs/Summary_Proceedings_Bristol_Sept2011_24.10.2011.pdf.} However, the opinions of the treaty-monitoring bodies are considered highly authoritative interpretations\footnote{See \textit{Opening address by Ms Navi Pillay, High Commissioner for Human Rights to the Informal meeting, Intergovernmental process on the strengthening of the Human Rights Treaty Bodies, July 16, 2012, United Nations Headquarters, New York, at: http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=12361&LangID=e; and Navanethem Pillay, \textit{Strengthening the United Nations Human Rights Treaty Body System: A Report By The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights} (June 2012), at Foreword and p. 82.} and it is clear that the advocates for reproductive freedom are gaining ground in the jurisprudence of international human rights.\footnote{Isfahan Merali, \textit{Advancing Women’s Reproductive and Sexual Health Rights: Using the International Human Rights System}, 10 DEV. IN PRAC. 609, 614–20 (2010).}

The next subsection considers the approach taken in the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which is longer and far more detailed than previous human rights treaties and has several articles that are relevant to the right to life, the right to create a family, and the right to reproductive health services.

\textit{B. The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities}

The CRPD is considered historic because it rejects the outdated medical and social welfare approaches to disability.\footnote{Mary Crock, Ron McCallum & Christine Ernst, \textit{Where Disability and Displacement Intersect: Asylum Seekers with Disabilities}, 24 INT’L J. REFUGEE L. 735, 735 (Sept. 2011). The medical model focused on individual “afflictions” and the need for treatment, while the welfare model focused on the need to protect and support “disabled” individuals. \textit{Id.}} Instead, the CRPD provides legal authority for the social and human rights models of disability.\footnote{Michael Palmer & David Harley, \textit{Models and Measurement in Disability: An International Review}, 27 HEALTH POL’Y PLAN. 357, 359 (2011).} The social model is a generic term for a theory of disability that was developed in the 1960s by British activists advocating for the right to live independently.\footnote{See Union of the Physically Impaired Against Segregation, \textit{Ctr. Disability Studies} (amended Sept. 8, 1976), http://disability-studies.leeds.ac.uk/files/library/UPIAS-UPIAS.pdf; see also Vic Finkelstein, \textit{The Social Model of Disability Repossessed}, Coalition, \textit{Ctr.}}
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impairments and disability, which it defines as a form of social oppression that is perpetuated by physical and social barriers. The human rights model is similar to the social model in that it views people who live with impairments as rights holders and recognizes that they are often more disabled by physical and attitudinal barriers than by individual impairments. However, the human rights model expressly includes economic, social, and cultural rights (what some scholars refer to as “second generation rights”), which are necessary for many persons to live with dignity and achieve equality.

The CRPD is also historic because of the manner in which it was drafted. Traditionally, new treaties have been drafted primarily by diplomats during closed-door meetings. In the case of the CRPD, there was an unusually high level of input from civil society, far exceeding that for previous human rights treaties. This was largely because the disability rights movement insisted on the right to participate. Governments were urged to appoint citizens with disabilities to the official delegations and to actively consult disability rights organizations. Activists also organized at the local and regional levels and submitted written comments to the Ad Hoc Committee that drafted the treaty. The large number of submissions generated vigorous debates on the language of the CRPD.
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One of these debates was on the question of whether and how to define disability. Some argued that any definition that employed medical terminology would undermine the treaty’s commitment to the social model. Others argued for a detailed definition out of fear that persons with certain types of disabilities might otherwise be excluded from national laws that purported to implement the treaty. The final version of the CRPD reflects a compromise. Although “disability” is not defined in the definitions section of the treaty, Article One states that the purpose of the CRPD is to “promote, protect and ensure the full and equal enjoyment of all human rights and fundamental freedoms by all persons with disabilities” and that “[p]ersons with disabilities include those with long-term physical, mental, intellectual or sensory impairments which, in interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others.” Thus, while the treaty expressly includes certain groups, it does not purport to define the full scope of the term “persons with disabilities,” leaving the issue to be determined through activism and the continuing efforts of the disability rights movement. It also emphasizes the core principle of the social model, that it is not simply “impairments” that create disability but the manner in which socially constructed barriers interact with individual conditions.

In light of the history of eugenic policies, it is not surprising that the CRPD specifically addresses issues relating to the rights to life, marriage, and reproduction. Three Articles are particularly relevant. Article 10 affirms that every human being has the inherent right to life, and obligates States Parties to take all necessary measures to ensure the effective enjoyment by persons with disabilities on an equal basis with others. Article 23 obligates States Parties to take steps to “eliminate discrimination against persons with disabilities in all matters relating to marriage, family, parenthood and relationships” and strongly condemns any form of state-sponsored sterilization, providing that persons with disabilities “shall retain their fertility.” Article 25, which provides for the right to health, expressly requires States Parties to provide persons with disabilities equal access to sexual and reproductive health services. In particular, Article 25 states that persons with disabilities should be provided “with the same range, quality and standard of free or affordable health care and programmes as provided to other persons, including in the drafts of the treaty, submissions, lists of attendees, and other documents arising from the eight sessions of the Ad Hoc Committee that drafted the treaty).
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area of sexual and reproductive health and population-based public health programmes.”

The records of the Ad Hoc Committee that drafted the CRPD highlight the competing views on the appropriate wording of these articles and demonstrate that access to sexual and reproductive health services was a particularly contentious issue. As a result, the language was substantially revised from the first draft, so as to become “far less explicit and affirmative” regarding sexuality. The Holy See, which has observer status at the United Nations, played a significant role in this process; for example, it objected to any language referring to “sexual and reproductive health” services on the ground that some countries would include abortion services within this broad category.

The Holy See was not entirely alone in its concern that abortion services could be conflated with a general right to sexual and reproductive health. Other participants in the drafting process were also deeply concerned by the phenomena of disability-selective abortion. Approximately halfway through the drafting process, a working group submitted a proposal for the text of the draft of Article 8 on the “right to life”. That draft expressly stated that “[d]isability is not a justification for the termination of life” and that States Parties to the treaty “shall undertake effective measures to the prohibition of compulsory abortion at the instance of the State based on the prenatal diagnosis of disability.” However, this language did not make it into the final version of the treaty. Although the working group stressed that it was not seeking to reduce the freedom of women to make their own decisions, the proposed language stating that, “disability should not be a justification for the termination of life,” raised concerns among many participants who supported women’s right to choose.

Some of the groups that commented on the drafts of the CRPD thus sought to find language that would represent a compromise: a way to preserve a woman’s right to reproductive freedom, while also creating a state obligation to prevent compulsory abortion and a minimal duty to encourage prospective parents not to terminate a
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pregnancy solely because of disability. 228 A coalition of Australian disability rights groups put forth the following suggestion:

This [issue] obviously presents a difficult ethical challenge, not least because of its potential impact on the choice of women in relation to pregnancy. However, it might be possible to address this issue more indirectly. For example, much of the information that is made available to parents at the time of genetic testing and immediately following the birth of a child with disability is overwhelmingly negative and inaccurate, and induces parents to opt for termination of pregnancy or withdrawal of life-sustaining treatments. It is possible to impose an obligation on States to ensure that prospective parents of a child with disability receive positive and realistic orientation to their child and its future life. This may reduce the chances that parents will opt for termination of pregnancy.229

Ultimately, however, the drafters of the CRPD agreed to describe the “right to life” in very simple terms. The provision on the “right to life” (which is numbered Article 10 in the final version of the CRPD) does not refer to “the unborn” and it does not state that life begins at conception. 230 Nor does it impose even a minimal obligation on governments to provide prospective parents with a positive view of the prospect of raising a child with a disability. This decision can be explained by the concern that any language referring to the status of the unborn or the procedures that should be followed before a pregnant woman can obtain an abortion would have opened a “Pandora’s box,” one that would have been extremely difficult to close because abortion is such a divisive topic. 231 As such, the drafters decided against including any express reference to abortion within the treaty. 232

The drafters did, however, retain the language relating to the right of persons with disabilities to access reproductive health services in Article 25. 233 The right to decide on the number and spacing of children, first stated in Article 16 of the CEDAW treaty, also appears in Article 23 of the CRPD.234 Indeed, the language is arguably stronger in the CRPD, as it provides that States Parties should ensure that: “The rights of persons with disabilities to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their children and to have access to age-appropriate information, reproductive and family planning education are recognized, and the
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means necessary to enable them to exercise these rights are provided.\textsuperscript{235} This is important because, contrary to stereotypes, persons with disabilities have active sexual lives.\textsuperscript{236} Moreover, sexually active women who are capable of becoming pregnant generally want the ability to control their fertility at certain stages in their lives.\textsuperscript{237} The Holy See responded to these drafting decisions by declining to sign the CRPD.\textsuperscript{238} Although it had originally been a strong supporter of the idea of a treaty on the rights of persons with disabilities, the Holy See was unwilling to sign a document that might be interpreted as supporting a right to access contraception or abortion services.\textsuperscript{239}

The debate on whether the CRPD obligates states to change their laws regarding abortion did not end with the drafting process. As discussed in the next subsection, this debate has reemerged during the international reporting process, the primary enforcement process for the CRPD and for the other core UN human rights treaties.

C. The Approach of the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to Abortion on the Ground of Fetal Impairment

The international reporting process for the CRPD is overseen by the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, a panel of independent experts on disability rights from around the world who serve in their personal capacity.\textsuperscript{240} When a state ratifies the CRPD, its national government is obligated to submit a comprehensive “Initial Report” of its implementation of the treaty within two years of becoming a State Party.\textsuperscript{241} The Initial Report is intended to describe both the progress toward implementation and any barriers preventing full compliance with the treaty.\textsuperscript{242} Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) often provide input as the Committee prepares its “List of Issues,” an official document seeking supplementary
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information from the State Party on topics that were not included in the Initial Report or which the Committee believes were not adequately addressed.243

NGOs also regularly submit “alternative” or “shadow reports” that comment on the official report and point out governmental failures to comply with the treaty.244 When all of this documentation has been submitted, and usually published on the Committee’s website, the Committee conducts a formal public review of the state’s Initial Report and issues “Concluding Observations,” advising the government of its concerns and suggestions for implementation of the treaty.245 The process is essentially a dialogue between the Committee and the government delegation representing the State Party. As such, the Committee is careful to phrase its recommendations in diplomatic language. Although the Committee cannot compel a government to comply with its recommendations, civil society can use the Concluding Observations to lobby for law and policy reforms at the domestic level.246

The Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities commenced operations in 2008, shortly after the CRPD received its twentieth ratification and entered into force as a binding multilateral treaty.247 Spain’s Initial Report on the implementation of the CRPD was submitted in 2010 and it became the second state report reviewed by the Committee.248 Spain serves as an illustrative case study of the potential impact of the CRPD reporting process, partly because the Spanish government attempted to reduce women’s access to legal abortion soon after the Committee’s review of Spain’s Initial Report.

In 1985, Spain legalized abortion under certain circumstances, including fetal impairment.249 In 2009, under the rule of the Socialist Party, the government conducted a review of the abortion law. This process led to a more liberal legislative
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framework, which was enacted in 2010. Under Article 14 of the 2010 law, which is still in force, a pregnancy can be lawfully terminated within the first fourteen weeks at the request of the pregnant woman, provided that she receives counseling, pursuant to Articles 17(2) and 17(4), and waits at least three days after counseling before having the abortion. It is estimated that 90% of all abortions since 2012 have been conducted under this provision, within the first 14 weeks of pregnancy. However, Article 15 of the 2010 law, entitled “Termination on Health Grounds” provides that a pregnancy can also be terminated for “medical reasons” later in pregnancy, under any one of the following circumstances:

(a) Prior to the twenty-second week of pregnancy, if the woman’s life or health is in serious risk, as confirmed in advance by a medical specialist not performing or supervising the procedure. Confirmation will not be required in emergency cases of immediately life-threatening risk.

(b) Prior to the twenty-second week of pregnancy, provided that there is a risk of serious fetal anomalies, as confirmed in advance by two medical specialists not performing or supervising the procedure.

(c) In case of fetal anomalies incompatible with life as confirmed in advance by a medical specialist not performing or supervising the procedure, or when the fetus is found to suffer from an extremely serious condition that is incurable at the time of diagnosis, as confirmed by a Medical Committee.

Thus, under the 2010 law, a “risk of serious fetal anomalies” automatically extends the period of lawful abortion by an additional eight weeks. Moreover, an abortion can legally be performed at any time during the pregnancy if the Medical Committee confirms that “the fetus . . . suffer[s] from an extremely serious condition that is incurable at the time of diagnosis.”

Although the Spanish government was drafting its Initial Report to the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities at approximately the same time that it enacted the 2010 abortion law, its Initial Report under the CRPD did not
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mention the ongoing reforms to Spain’s abortion law. Nor did Spain’s Initial Report mention the exception for abortion on the ground of fetal impairment, although this had been part of Spanish law since 1985. The issue was, however, raised by the Comité Español de Representantes de Personas con Discapacidad, an NGO appointed by the Spanish government as an independent monitoring body to promote implementation of the CRPD. Its alternative report to the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities highlighted the 2010 law on abortion and used the term “eugenic abortion” to describe abortions that are authorized on the basis of fetal impairment.

This alternative report was reviewed by the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which then used the “List of Issues” mechanism to obtain more information, asking the Spanish government to:

[ ]Provide information on the new Organic Act 2/2010 of 3 March 2010 on sexual and reproductive health and the voluntary termination of pregnancy, in particular the longer time limits allowed for terminating pregnancies when the fetus has a disability. Does the Government of Spain consider this to be in line with [A]rticle 4, paragraph 1(d), of the Convention?

It is noteworthy that the Committee did not request this information under the heading of Article 10, which provides for the right to life, but does not refer to the unborn and, as discussed above, does not address the issue of disability-selective abortion. Rather, the Committee asked for the information under the heading of Article 4, which describes “general obligations” of the countries that ratify the CRPD. In particular, Article 4 obligates States Parties to “undertake to ensure and promote the full realization of all human rights and fundamental freedoms for all persons with disabilities without discrimination of any kind on the basis of disability” and “to refrain from engaging in any act or practice that is inconsistent with the present Convention and to ensure that public authorities and institutions act in conformity with the present Convention.” Thus, the Committee implicitly categorized a law that makes it easier to terminate a pregnancy in cases of fetal impairedness.
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impairment as discriminatory, despite the absence of any reference to the unborn as “rights holders” under the treaty.

In its response, the Spanish government confirmed that an abortion could be lawfully performed much later in pregnancy in cases of fetal impairment, but also explained that a woman would have access to support services if she decided to continue the pregnancy.264 The Spanish government also reminded the Committee that the CRPD does not require a government to protect life before birth.265 Consistent with previous international law and practice, Article 10 of the CRPD is silent on the issue, leaving each state to determine when life begins according to its own constitution and legal principles.266 However, in the eyes of the Committee members, this was apparently irrelevant -- because it was not seeking information regarding the legality of abortion generally but rather regarding the differential treatment of pregnancies on the basis of fetal impairment.

During the public hearing on Spain’s Initial Report, a member of the Committee raised the issue again, asking why the legal period of abortion was longer in cases of fetal impairment.267 Not receiving a satisfactory answer, the Committee included the following statement in its Concluding Observations on Spain’s Initial Report:

The Committee takes note of Act 2/2010 of 3 March 2010 on sexual and reproductive health, which decriminalizes voluntary termination of pregnancy, allows pregnancy to be terminated up to 14 weeks and includes two specific cases in which the time limits for abortion are extended if the foetus has a disability: until [twenty-two] weeks of gestation, provided there is “a risk of serious anomalies in the foetus”, and beyond week [twenty-two] when, inter alia, “an extremely serious and incurable illness is detected in the foetus”. The Committee also notes the explanations provided by the State party for maintaining this distinction. The Committee recommends that the State party abolish the distinction made in Act 2/2010 in the period allowed under law within which a pregnancy can be terminated based solely on disability.268
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The following year, the Committee made similar comments on Hungary’s Initial Report. 269 However, in some ways, the Committee’s comments to the Hungarian government were even stronger in that it expressly categorized a law that allows for abortions in cases of fetal impairment as a form of discrimination on the ground of disability, which is prohibited under Article 5 of the CRPD. 270 The Committee expressed concern that Hungary’s law allows abortion “for a wider circle than in general for the fetuses deemed to have health damage or some disability, thereby discriminating on the basis of disability.” 271 It appears that the Committee is implicitly taking the position that a fetus enjoys rights under the CRPD, despite the lack of any explicit statement to this effect in the treaty. 272 If this is the case, the Committee’s approach marks a departure from the predominant approach in international law, which has traditionally not provided for fetal rights in human rights treaties but rather allowed each individual state to determine whether a fetus enjoys legal rights within that state’s domestic legal system. 273 It should be noted that the right to non-discrimination is defined in the CRPD to include the right to reasonable accommodations; thus if a fetus does enjoy a right to non-discrimination under the CRPD then this would also include a right to receive reasonable accommodations by the State Party. 274 In this author’s view, the only other possible interpretation of the Committee’s recommendation that Hungary abolish all distinctions based upon disability in its abortion law is that the Committee may believe that permitting abortion on the ground of fetal impairment devalues, and therefore discriminates against, people who are already living with disabilities.

Concerned that governments may interpret the Committee’s comments as an invitation to restrict access to abortion, reproductive rights advocates have criticized the Committee’s recommendations to Spain and Hungary. For example, in 2013, the Center for Reproductive Rights (CRR) submitted commentary to the Committee as part of its “half-day discussion” on women and girls with disabilities. 275 The CRR
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pointed out that the Committee’s comments to Spain and Hungary “could be interpreted to contravene” the approach that has been established by the other UN human rights treaty bodies, which has been to urge governments to liberalize abortion laws and reduce the incidence of illegal and unsafe abortions that contribute to maternal mortality.276 CRR also warned the Committee that “restricting women’s access to legal abortion services will not prevent them from seeking to terminate a pregnancy if they wish to do so; such restrictions will only force them to resort to clandestine and unsafe abortions, which may place their lives and health at risk.”277

Recent events in Spain confirm that the CRR has good reason to be concerned by the recommendations of the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. In 2013, the conservative Popular Party (PP), Spain’s current ruling party, proposed to enact a bill prohibiting abortion in most circumstances, including cases of fetal impairment. Although the bill was titled “Anteproyecto de ley orgánica para la protección de la vida del concebido y de los derechos de la mujer embarazada” (which can be translated to English as “for the protection of the life of the fetus and the rights of pregnant women”) the government’s bill leaned heavily toward protection of the fetus.278 Indeed, had it been enacted, the bill would have represented one of the most significant restrictions on abortion in Europe.279 First introduced in December 2013, the bill proposed to re instate the general prohibition on abortion with only two exceptions: (1) abortion would be permitted up to twelve weeks if the pregnancy was the result of sexual violence which had been reported to the police; and (2) abortion would be permitted up to twenty-two weeks if two doctors confirmed that the pregnancy endangered the mother’s physical or mental health.280 As initially proposed, the government’s bill contained no exception for cases of fetal impairment. While it is hard to assess the impact of the Concluding Observations by the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, the timing of the bill indicates that the Committee’s views may well have influenced the government’s position on this issue.281

The Spanish government’s proposal to prohibit almost all abortions generated enormous anti-government protests.282 The refusal to include an exception for cases of fetal impairment was particularly controversial and generated opposition even
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among members of the ruling party. The government initially attempted to address this opposition by promising to word the final legislation so that a pregnant woman could claim that her own health was endangered by a fetal impairment. In the end, however, the Spanish government was compelled to withdraw the proposed legislation altogether, prompting the Justice Minister to offer his resignation. Yet opponents of abortion in other countries will very likely seize upon the Committee's comments to Spain and Hungary in order to strengthen their arguments against abortion, particularly in the second trimester of pregnancy when fetal impairments are often diagnosed.

V. CONCLUSION

By commenting on the legislative frameworks for abortion in Spain and Hungary, the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities has renewed the debate on the relationship between the CRPD and the laws or government policies that facilitate disability-selective abortion. This was probably inevitable given that disability rights organizations have the ability to submit alternative reports to the Committee. As more countries report to the Committee, other groups may highlight the expanding practice of prenatal testing, the laws that treat pregnancies differently on the ground of disability, and the "matter of fact" way that the medical profession and the general public have come to think about abortion on the basis of fetal impairment.

Nevertheless, in this author’s opinion, the specific comments from the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to the governments of Spain and Hungary were far too simplistic and do not adequately acknowledge the tensions between reproductive freedom and the rights of persons with disabilities. The Committee’s comments imply that it would be sufficient to amend the unequal standards in the abortion laws, without suggesting more systemic ways of encouraging prospective parents to voluntarily continue a pregnancy that may lead to
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the birth of a child with a disability. Ironically, Spain and Hungary could both comply with the Committee’s comments by amending their laws to provide all women with unfettered access to abortion. Such amendments would address what the Committee views as the formal discrimination in the legislative framework, but would do nothing to reduce the incidence of disability-selective abortions. On the other hand, if a country moves in the opposite direction, and reduces access to abortion, it could have the effect of violating numerous human rights treaties, including the CRPD, which give persons with disabilities the right to determine the number and spacing of their children and the right to reproductive health services. Such legislation could also motivate more women to seek illegal and unsafe abortions, which poses serious threats to their health and their right to life, as observed by the CEDAW Committee, the Human Rights Committee, and the Committee Against Torture.

This is an opportune time for the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to consider the relationship between abortion and disability rights because it is in the process of developing a General Comment on Article 6 of the CRPD, which will address the intersectionality of gender and disability discrimination. With respect to abortion, the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities should examine the approach that the CEDAW Committee has taken to the practice of sex-selection. While maintaining strong support for women’s right to access contraception and safe abortion services, the CEDAW Committee has also expressed concern regarding the practice of sex-selective abortion in states where it is prevalent. The CEDAW Committee has not ruled out using laws prohibiting sex selection as a means of preventing the systematic targeting of female fetuses for abortion. For example, it has urged the Peoples’ Republic of China to enforce its law against sex selection, as well as the laws prohibiting female infanticide. For the most part, however, the CEDAW Committee has focused on the obligation of states to redress the discriminatory attitudes and practices that lead parents to prefer male children. For example, the CEDAW Committee expressed concern at the “persistence of deep-rooted
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stereotypes” that lead to sex-selective abortion in China and suggested a number of specific measures, such as textbook reform, that might help to overcome these stereotypes.293

In the context of disability-selective abortion, many commentators have suggested that there should be reforms to the nature of the counseling and the “quality of life” assessments that are provided to prospective parents after they receive a diagnosis of fetal impairment.294 The Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities should ask governments about these processes and offer its expertise, so as to assist States Parties to the CRPD to develop a set of best practices. Helping governments to better implement Article 24, on the right to inclusive education, and Article 27, on the right to employment, would also give prospective parents more confidence that their children will enjoy full and meaningful lives if they are born with an impairment or if they acquire an impairment during life. These are just a few examples of systemic changes that could, over the long term, reduce the incidence of disability-selective abortion -- without insisting that governments remove all distinctions based upon fetal impairment from the laws governing access to abortion.

Similarly, if the state of North Dakota is serious about preventing disability-selective abortions, then it should consider a more systemic and less coercive approach. Even if H.B. 1305 could survive constitutional scrutiny and be enforced, it would not prevent a woman from travelling outside North Dakota to obtain an abortion on the ground of fetal impairment. A more effective way of encouraging North Dakota parents to continue pregnancies where there is evidence of a fetal disability would be to provide more public funding for inclusive education.295 To that end, the United States ought to ratify the CRPD and use it as an additional tool in the movement for equality. Although imperfect, the treaty represents a huge step forward in disability rights and international human rights law. United States ratification would help to change stereotypical perceptions and further implement the right to equality that was originally promised in the ADA and the IDEA. As Marsha Saxton observed many years ago, when discussing the lack of communication between pro-choice feminists and persons with disabilities, “clearly, there is work to be done.”296
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